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Abstract The precision of the yield measurement of1

the Higgs boson decaying into two Z bosons process2

at the Circular Electron-Positron Collider (CEPC) is3

evaluated. Including the recoil Z boson associated with4

the Higgs production (Higgsstrahlung) total three Z5

bosons are produced for this channel, from which final6

states characterized by the presence of a pair of leptons,7

quarks, and neutrinos are chosen for the signal. Two8

analysis approches are compared and the final preci-9

sion of σZH ·Br(H→ZZ) is estimated to be 8.80% using10

a multivariate analysis technique, based on boosted de-11

cision trees. The relative precision of the Higgs boson12

width, using this H→ZZ decay topology, is estimated13

by combining the obtained result with the precision of14

the inclusive ZH cross section.15

Keywords CEPC · Higgs boson · Higgs to ZZ16

1 Introduction17

After the discovery of the Higgs boson [1,2], efforts are18

performed on measuring properties of the Higgs boson.19

One of motivations of these studies is to obtain hints for20

physics beyond the Standard Model (SM), whose exis-21

tence is suggested by several experiment facts, such as22

dark matter, cosmological baryon-antibaryon asymme-23

try. The Circular Electron-Positron Collider (CEPC) [3,24

4] is a proposed future circular e+e− collider, having its25

main ring circumstance of ∼100 km. As a Higgs factory,26

the CEPC is planned to operate at
√
s = 240 GeV with27

the integrated luminosity of 5.6ab−1 which is expected28

to achieve an order of magnitude improvement on mea-29

surements of Higgs boson properties as compared to the30

final LHC precision.31

ae-mail: shixin@ihep.ac.cn
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The Higgs production mechanisms at
√
s = 24032

GeV will be the Higgsstrahlung process e+e−→Z∗→ZH33

(hereafter, denoted as ZH process) and the vector bo-34

son fusion processes, e+e−→W+∗W−∗νeν̄e→Hνeν̄e (νν̄H35

process) and e+e−→Z∗Z∗e+e−→He+e−, where the for-36

mer is dominating over all of the others, therefore, is go-37

ing to provide series of the Higgs measurements, such as38

the cross section σ(ZH), using the recoil mass method39

against the Z boson. That Z boson also serves as a tag40

of the ZH process by identifying decay fermions from41

it. With this tag information, individual decay chan-42

nels of the Higgs boson will be explored subsequently43

and give us valuable information on the Higgs boson44

properties ever.45

The Higgs decay into a pair of Z bosons, via the46

ZH process, will be studied at the CEPC. Like the47

other decay modes, the Branching ratio BR(H→ZZ)48

can be obtained from the measurement of the signal49

yield, σ(ZH)×BR(H→ZZ). In addition, the Higgs bo-50

son width ΓH can be inferred as well. Under the as-51

sumption that the coupling structure follows to that52

of the SM, the branching ratio is proportional to the53

term, BR(H→ZZ) = Γ (H→ZZ)/ΓH ∝ g2HZZ/ΓH, there-54

fore, ΓH is deduced with the uncertainty coming from55

the measurement of the coupling g2HZZ (σ(ZH)∝g2HZZ)56

and the signal yield. Note that the vector boson fusion57

νν̄H process in combination with measurements of final58

states from H→WW decay will also give the ΓH value59

and consequently the final value will be determined60

from the combination of the two measurements[4,5].61

The study of H→ZZ channel via the ZH process62

has an unique feature among the other decays that is63

originated from its event topology where two on-shell64

Z bosons and one off-shell Z boson are involved. Con-65

sidering various Z boson’s decay possibilities, the topol-66

ogy diverges into lots of final states. H→ZZ→4l decay67
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is the so-called “golden channel” of the Higgs boson68

study at the LHC, as it has the cleanest signature of69

all the possible Higgs boson decay modes. However, the70

statistics of this leptonic channel at the CEPC may not71

allow to study the properties with required precision.72

Conversely, fully hadronic channel can provide enough73

statistics, but difficulties in identifying and matching74

jets with proper Z bosons, as well as efficient separa-75

tion from the SM backgrounds have to be overcome.76

Between these two extremes, the decay channels having77

a pair of leptons, jets and neutrinos are most promising78

candidates for studying H→ZZ properties, owing to its79

clear signature and larger branching fraction than the80

leptonic channel. Therefore, this final state has been81

chosen as the signal for the evaluation of the HZZ prop-82

erties. Muons have most advantage among charged lep-83

tons for discriminating isolated status from those pro-84

duced by semi-leptonic decays of heavy flavor jets and85

the final states including a pair of muons are selected86

as the signal process: Z→µ+µ−, H→ZZ∗→νν̄qq̄ (Fig. 1)87

and its cyclic permutations, Z→νν̄, H→ZZ∗→qq̄µ+µ−
88

and Z→qq̄, H→ZZ∗→µ+µ−νν̄, where the q represents89

all quark flavors except for the top quark.90

Fig. 1 Example Feynman diagram of the signal process
which is characterized by the presence of a pair of muons,
jets and neutrinos. In this example, the initial Z boson as-
sociated with the Higgs production is decaying into muons
whereas cyclic permutation of the decay products from 3 Z
bosons is considered in the analysis.

In this article, we report on the estimation of rela-91

tive accuracy of the yield measurement for the H→ZZ92

decay at the CEPC using the signal process charac-93

terized by the presence of a pair of muons, jets and94

neutrinos. In Section 2, we briefly introduce the CEPC95

detector design and the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation96

scheme. The event selection is described in Sec. 3, fol-97

lowed by an estimation on the precision of the signal98

yield in Sec. 4. Finally, conclusions are given in Sec. 5.99

2 Detector design and simulation samples100

The CEPC will hosts two interaction points (IP) on the101

main ring, where the detectors at each IP should record102

collision data under different center of mass energies103

varying from
√
s = 91.2 GeV as a Z factory to

√
s = 240104

GeV as a Higgs factory. To fulfill those physics pro-105

grams, a baseline concept of the detector is developed106

that is based on the International Large Detector (ILD)107

concept [6] with further optimizations for the CEPC108

environment. List it from the most inner sub-detector109

component, the detector concept is composed of a sil-110

icon vertex detector, a silicon inner tracker consisting111

of micro strip detectors, a Time Projection Chamber112

(TPC), a silicon external tracker, ultra-fine segmented113

calorimeters, an Electromagnetic CALorimeter (ECAL)114

and an Hadronic CALorimeter (HCAL), a 3T supercon-115

ducting solenoid, and a muon detector [4].116

The CEPC simulation software package implements117

the baseline concept detector geometry. Events for the118

SM processes are generated by the Whizard [7] includ-119

ing the Higgs boson signal, where the detector configu-120

ration and response is handled by the GEANT4-based121

simulation framework, MokkaPlus [8]. Modules for dig-122

itization of the signals at each sub detector creates the123

hit information. Particle reconstruction has been taken124

place with the Arbor algorithm, which builds the re-125

constructed particles using calorimeter and track infor-126

mation[9].127

The Higgs boson production and decay are simu-128

lated with the scheme, where the generated samples129

also contain the WW/ZZ fusion processes. All of the130

SM background samples, which can be classified into 2-131

fermion processes (e+e−→ff̄) and 4-fermion processes132

(e+e−→ff̄f f̄), are produced as well.133

3 Event Selection134

Event selection is performed in several stages. The pre-135

selection builds higher-level objects, such as isolated136

muons, jets, and missing momentum from the Parti-137

cle Flow (PF) objects which are reconstructed by the138

ArborPFA. The isolation requirements on muons, iden-139

tified by the PFs, are imposed. For muons with energy140

higher than 3 GeV, tracks inside of a cone with a half-141

opening angle θ around the candidate are examined and142

it is identified as an isolated muon, when a ratio be-143

tween the energy of the muon candidate and a sum-144
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mation of the energy from all of the tracks except for145

the candidate in a volume defined by the cone is higher146

than 0.1 with cos θ = 0.98. Jets are clustered from the147

PFs but except for isolated lepton candidates, using148

the kt algorithm for the e+e− collision (ee − kt) with149

the FastJet package. Exclusive requirement (Njet = 2)150

on number of jets is imposed. Events are requested to151

have a pair of isolated muons of positive and negative152

charged, and two jets successfully clustered.153

The events satisfying the pre-selection criteria are154

separated into two categories separately for each of 3155

final states in the signal process, according to the or-156

der of the invariant mass from di-objects which are not157

forming the tag of the initial Z boson. This categoriza-158

tion, distinguishing between the status having a pair of159

objects suppose to be decaying from the on-shell Z bo-160

son and that from the off-shell Z boson where H→ZZ∗
161

decay is assumed, enhances the efficiency of the event162

selection by applying different selection criteria for each163

category respectively. Following notation is adopted for164

each category: µµHννqq is defined for the events with165

the reconstructed invariant mass of missing term Mmiss.166

due to escaping neutrinos is larger than that of dijet167

Mjj, where two characters of the top represent a pair of168

muons decaying from the initial Z boson.169

On total 6 exclusive categories, µµHννqq, µµHqqνν,170

ννHµµqq, ννHqqµµ, qqHννµµ, qqHµµνν, the events171

have been selected. Two different analysis approches172

are explored for this stage, the one where requirements173

are imposed on a set of kinematic variables (referred to174

”cut-based” analysis) and the one which uses a multi-175

variate analysis technique, based on the boosted deci-176

sion tree (BDT) implemented within scikit-learn pack-177

age [11], in order to achieve better separation between178

signal and background (referred to ”’BDT” analysis).179

For the cut-based analysis, the signal to background180

ratio is minimized by following requirements. The in-181

variant mass Mµµ of the two muons, the invariant mass182

Mjj of two jets and the missing mass Mmiss. are re-183

quired to fall into the mass window around the Z(Z∗)184

boson. Number of particle flow objects NPFO in the185

event is required to be larger than a threshold value,186

which is affected and decided by the condition whether187

jets are originated from an on-shell Z boson or not, as188

well as to suppress backgrounds where the jets are re-189

constructed from any objects other than quark seeds190

coming from the Z boson. Cut on the polar angle of191

the sum of all visible particles cos θvis. is applied to fur-192

ther reject background processes, such as two-fermion193

components which tends to be back-to-back along the194

z axis. To reduce contamination of signal events be-195

long to the other category, further requirement on recoil196

mass distribution is imposed at the final stage. Table 1197

summaries the selection criteria applied across all the198

categories considered.199

The signal and background reduction efficiencies as200

well as expected number of events running at
√
s = 240201

GeV with an integrated luminosities of 5.6 ab−1 after202

the event selection are listed in the Table 2. In gen-203

eral, the analysis achieves a strong background rejec-204

tion, while the signal selection efficiencies of approxi-205

mately 30% and higher are kept. The main background206

which is common in all categories is the other Higgs de-207

cays. Four fermion processes, such as e+e−→ZZ→µµqq208

and e+e−→ZZ→ττqq due to the similarity of kinemat-209

ics, have large contributions in the qqHµµνν category210

and in the qqHννµµ category, respectively.211

For the BDT analysis, simpler selection criteria are212

applied prior to the BDT discrimination. The invari-213

ant and recoil mass of the associated Z boson which is214

reconstructed from di-objects (i.e. a pair of muons for215

µµHννqq and µµHqqνν categories) are required to be216

in the region of the signal mass window. The selection217

requirements on the number of particle flow objects and218

the polar angle of the sum of all visible particles are also219

applied as used in the cut-based analysis.220

A boosted decision tree is then trained on remaining221

signal and background events for each category sepa-222

rately. The boosting algorithm utilized in this analysis223

is the AdaBoost scheme [12]. The input variables to the224

BDT are defined as follows:225

• Mµµ, Mjj, Mmiss. : invariant mass of di-objects226

• NPFO : number of PFOs227

• cos θvis., cos θ : polar angle of the sum of all visible228

particles229

• ∆φZZ : angle between a Z boson reconstructed from230

the two muons and that reconstructed from the two231

jets232

• M recoil
jj , Mvis. : recoil mass of the di-jets and in-233

variant mass of all particles (for µµHννqq/µµHqqνν234

categories)235

• M recoil
jj , M recoil

µµ : recoil mass of the di-jets and the236

di-muons (for ννHµµqq/ννHqqµµ categories)237

• M recoil
µµ , Mvis. : recoil mass of the di-muons and in-238

variant mass of all particles (for qqHννµµ/qqHµµνν239

categories)240

• Pvis., Pt,vis. : magnitude of the momentum and tran-241

severse momentum from summation of all visible242

particles243

• Eleadingj , Esub.j : energy of the leading jet and the244

sub-leading jet245

• P leadingt,j , P sub.t,j : magnitude of transeverse momen-246

tum of the leading jet and the sub-leading jet247

The final result of the BDT analysis exploits the248

increased sensitivity obtained by combining the 15 in-249

put variables into the final BDT discriminant. Fig. 2250
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Table 1 Overview of the requirements applied when selecting events (cut-based).

Pre-selections

N(l) = 2, where leptons(l) should pass the isolation criteria
N(µ+) = 1, N(µ−) = 1 with E(µ±) > 3 GeV
N(jet) = 2

Variable µµHννqq ννHµµqq ννHqqµµ qqHννµµ qqHµµνν µµHqqνν

Mµµ (GeV) [80, 100] [60, 100] [10, 60] [15, 55] [75, 100] [80, 100]
Mjj (GeV) [15, 60] [10, 55] [60, 100] [75, 105] [75, 105] [60, 105]
Mmiss. (GeV) [75, 105] [75, 110] [75, 110] [70, 110] [10, 50] [10, 55]
Mrecoil
µµ (GeV) [110, 140] - - [175, 215] [115, 155] [110, 140]

Mvis. (GeV) - [110, 140] [110, 140] [115, 155] [185, 215] [175, 215]
Mrecoil

jj (GeV) [185, 220] - - [110, 140] [110, 140] -

NPFO [20, 90] [20, 60] [30, 100] [40, 95] [40, 95] [30, 100]
|cos θvis.| < 0.95
∆φZZ (degree) [60, 170] < 135 < 135 - [120, 170] [60, 170]
|Mvis. −MH| (GeV) > 3 - - > 3 - -∣∣Mrecoil

jj −MH

∣∣ (GeV) - - > 3 - - > 3∣∣Mrecoil
µµ −MH

∣∣ (GeV) - > 3 - - > 3 -

Table 2 Summary of the selection efficiency ε and the number of expected events Nevt. for each category after the final event
selection.

µµHννqq ννHµµqq ννHqqµµ

Process ε [%] Nevt. ε [%] Nevt. ε [%] Nevt.

Signal 36 50 51 72 37 52
Higgs decays Bg. 3.2·10−3 36 1.5·10−3 17 1.4·10−2 159
SM four-fermion Bg. 3.7·10−6 4 8.4·10−6 9 4.9·10−5 52
SM two-fermion Bg. 0 0 0 0 0 0

qqHννµµ qqHµµνν µµHqqνν

Process ε [%] Nevt. ε [%] Nevt. ε [%] Nevt.

Signal 30 42 25 35 34 48
Higgs decays Bg. 2.9·10−2 326 1.8·10−2 206 6.8·10−2 774
SM four-fermion Bg. 1.8·10−4 190 2.8·10−4 305 6.1·10−4 659
SM two-fermion Bg. 0 0 0 0 0 0

shows the obtained BDT score distributions for signal251

and background samples. For the final separation of sig-252

nal and background events, the cut value on the BDT253

score is chosen so as to maximize a significance measure254

S/
√
S +B, where for a chosen cut, S(B) is the number255

of signal(background) events above this cut. The cut256

values as well as the other selection criteria are summ-257

rized in Table 3.258

4 Result259

Precision of the yield measurement of σZH×Br(H→ZZ)260

is estimated. The obtained signal and background dis-261

tributions for recoil mass spectrum against the initial262

Z boson in the range 110-140 GeV, are added to make263

up a pseudo-experimental result, while the Probability264

Density Function (PDF) of both of the signal and the265

background are constructed individually by assuming266

the double-sided crystal ball distribution for the Higgs267

decays including the signals and the Gaussian for the268

SM processes. Note that the background is made of269

the Higgs decays except for the signal and the SM pro-270

cesses. The likelihood function is built from the the re-271

sult as a observed events and PDFs as the number of272

expected events with the branching fraction Br(H→ZZ)273

only for the signal component being a free parameter274

and the maximum likelihood fitting is performed. A de-275

tail description can be found in Ref. [5]. The recoil mass276

distribution together with the fitting curves is shown in277

Fig. 3.278

Table 4 summarizes the derived relative precision on279

the product of the ZH cross section and the branching280

ratio∆(σ·BR)/(σ·BR), from the cut-based analysis and281

the BDT analysis. The bottom row shows the combined282

precision that is calculated from the standard error of283

the weighted mean, σ = 1/
√∑n

i=1 σ
−2
i , where σi is the284

uncertainty for each category. The systematic uncer-285

tainty is not taken into account in this result. Estimates286

of relative systematic uncertainty regarding to the pre-287
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Fig. 2 (color online) BDT score distributions for 6 categories: µµHννqq (top left), µµHqqνν (top right), ννHµµqq (middle
left), ννHqqµµ (middle right), qqHννµµ (bottom left), and qqHµµνν (bottom right). The signal distribution is shown with a
red histogram while background contributions, ZH (green), 4-fermion (cyan) and 2-fermion (yellow), are drawn.
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Table 3 Overview of the requirements applied when selecting events (BDT-based).

Pre-selections

N(l) = 2, where leptons(l) should pass the isolation criteria
N(µ+) = 1, N(µ−) = 1 with E(µ±) > 3 GeV
N(jet) = 2

Variable µµHννqq µµHqqνν ννHµµqq ννHqqµµ qqHννµµ qqHµµνν

Mµµ (GeV) [80,100] - - - -
Mjj (GeV) - - - - [75, 105] [75,110]
Mmiss. (GeV) - - [75, 110] - -
Mrecoil
µµ (GeV) [110, 140] - - - -

Mvis. (GeV) - - [110, 140] - -
Mrecoil

jj (GeV) - - - - [110, 140]

NPFO [20, 90] [30, 100] [20, 60] [30, 100] [40, 95] [35, 100]
|cos θvis.| < 0.95
BDT score > 0.15 > 0.03 > −0.01 > 0.00 > −0.05 > −0.02

cision measurement of σZH at the CEPC is described in288

Ref. [10] and that’s would be a base for the future study289

of the systematic uncertainty. The final result for the290

relative statistical uncertainty of the σZH×Br(H→ZZ)291

is estimated to be 9.71% in the cut-based analysis and292

8.80% in the BDT analysis.293

Table 4 Statistical uncertainties on the product of the ZH
cross section and the branching ratio. The bottom row shows
the result of combined value of the 6 categories.

Channel
∆(σ·BR)

(σ·BR)
[%]

cut-based BDT

Z→µ+µ− H→ZZ∗→νν̄qq̄ 18.1 15.8
Z→µ+µ− H→ZZ∗→qq̄νν̄ 65.4 58.2
Z→νν̄ H→ZZ∗→µ+µ−qq̄ 13.5 13.1
Z→νν̄ H→ZZ∗→qq̄µ+µ− 27.7 23.6
Z→qq̄ H→ZZ∗→µ+µ−νν̄ 63.5 46.1
Z→qq̄ H→ZZ∗→νν̄µ+µ− 54.3 45.2

Combined 9.71 8.80

Finally, the precision of the Higgs boson width is es-294

timated by combining the obtained final precision of the295

signal yield and the the precision of σZH measurement296

of 0.5% [5]. From the cut-based analysis, the relative297

precision of the Higgs width is estimated to be 9.73%298

whereas it is 8.82% from the BDT analysis.299

5 Summary300

The precision of the yield measurement σZH×Br(H→ZZ)301

at the CEPC is evaluated using MC samples for the302

baseline concept running at
√
s = 240 GeV with an in-303

tegrated luminosities of 5.6 ab−1. Among the various304

decay modes of the H→ZZ, the signal process having305

two muons, two jets and missing momentum in final306

states has been chosen. After the event selection, rel-307

ative precision is evaluated with the likelihood fitting308

method on signal and background. The final value com-309

bined from all of six categories is 9.71% from the cut-310

based analysis and 8.80% from the BDT analysis. The311

relative precision of the Higgs boson width, using this312

H→ZZ decay, is estimated by combining the obtained313

result with the precision of the inclusive ZH cross sec-314

tion and it is estimated to be 8.82% from the BDT315

analysis.316
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